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Recent advances in quantum technologies are rapidly stimulating the building of quantum networks. With the parallel development of multiple physical platforms and different types of encodings, a challenge for present and future networks is to uphold a heterogeneous structure for full functionality and therefore support modular systems that are not necessarily compatible with one another. Central to this endeavor is the capability to distribute and interconnect optical entangled states relying on different discrete and continuous quantum variables. Here, we report an entanglement swapping protocol connecting such entangled states. We generate single-photon entanglement and hybrid entanglement between particle- and wave-like optical qubits and then demonstrate the heralded creation of hybrid entanglement at a distance by using a specific Bell-state measurement. This ability opens up the prospect of connecting heterogeneous nodes of a network, with the promise of increased integration and novel functionalities.

INTRODUCTION

When looking at compatibility issues in quantum information processing and networks, light is an emblematic example. Its use has historically been split between two communities depending on the degree of freedom favored for encoding. On one side is the continuous-variable (CV) approach, which treats optical fields as waves (1). On the other side is the discrete-variable (DV) approach, harnessing the properties of individual photons (2). These two strategies have been studied extensively and led to a variety of seminal demonstrations for quantum technologies with complementary advantages (3, 4). By considering a hybrid approach bridging the two, one could envision a quantum network where the two encodings can be interchanged fittingly to the task at hand. This conversion could also find applications for connecting disparate quantum devices (5), e.g., CV oscillators and finite-level DV systems, which can couple preferentially to one or the other optical degree of freedom. Achieving this versatility is a critical challenge for developing a modular approach to quantum networks.

Several experiments have spearheaded the development of the hybrid quantum optics paradigm (6–8). The first realizations from a decade ago consisted in combining the DV and CV toolboxes to generate non-Gaussian states, such as optical Schrödinger cat states starting from Gaussian squeezed light (9–11). These advances spurred intense experimental and theoretical efforts toward novel protocols, including deterministic teleportation of photonic qubits (12) or witnesses for single-photon entanglement based on CV homodyne measurements (13). More recently, the engineering of hybrid entanglement of light (14–16), i.e., entanglement between particle- and wave-like optical qubits, enabled remote state preparation (17) and teleportation between different encodings (18, 19). This entanglement was also certified for use in one-sided device-independent protocols (20).

In this context, a hybrid network requires an original approach to link and transfer entanglement between diverse nodes (21). A cornerstone capability is thereby given by entanglement swapping, which is at the foundation of quantum repeaters (22, 23). Entanglement swapping was originally performed for DV systems (24) before being extended to CV schemes (25, 26). A swapping technique...
combining the salient characteristic from the two optical paradigms has also been recently demonstrated to transfer DV entanglement via CV entanglement (27). However, the distribution of hybrid CV-DV entanglement of light by entanglement swapping has not been addressed until now.

In this work, we report an entanglement swapping protocol where two end nodes arrive at sharing hybrid CV-DV entanglement despite one of the initial stations starting as a DV-only platform. The scenario is sketched in Fig. 1, where a DV node establishes a quantum link with a hybrid CV-DV node after swapping is heralded by a specific Bell-state measurement (BSM) at a central station. Specifically, in our experiment, we created single-photon entanglement and hybrid entanglement and then performed swapping using a measurement involving a single-photon counter and a homodyne detection. Entanglement between the modes that never interacted was lastly verified by full quantum state tomography. Our experiment thereby provides a crucial capability of communication in heterogeneous networks. This entanglement distribution has also been shown to be advantageous for optics-based quantum computation (28), loss-resilient quantum key distribution (29), and entanglement purification (30, 29).

RESULTS

Experimental setup and initial entangled states

The experimental scheme is presented in Fig. 2. Our implementation is an adaptation of the scenario in Fig. 1 where the two input entangled states are generated in sequence using the same resources. More specifically, the CV and DV components of the initial entangled states are respectively derived from single- and two-mode squeezed vacua generated by parametric down conversion from two optical parametric oscillators (OPO I for single-mode and OPO II for two-mode). The OPOs are driven well below threshold to ensure high fidelity with the expected states (see Materials and Methods). The two-mode squeezer is used at two consecutive times to generate first the single-photon entanglement and then the DV component of the hybrid entangled state. Overall, the experiment amounts to the use of five independent single-mode squeezers. This time-multiplexed usage of the quantum state sources is, however, specific to our implementation and not intrinsic to the swapping protocol hereby presented. The addition of a fast switch would enable the full spatial separation of the modes (see the Supplementary Materials).

Specifically, our realization starts with the generation of single-photon entanglement. A polarizing beamsplitter placed at the output of OPO II separates the signal and idler modes. The idler mode is channeled to a heralding station, where it can be detected after filtering by a high-efficiency superconducting nanowire single-photon detector (SNSPD) (31), with a system detection efficiency of about 85% and dark noise below 10 counts/s. A first detection event on SNSPD \( \alpha \) heralds the presence of a single photon in the signal mode. The photon propagates to a 50:50 plate where it is split between modes A and B, generating the DV entangled state, up to a normalization factor

\[
|\Phi_{AB}\rangle \propto |0\rangle_A |1\rangle_B + |1\rangle_A |0\rangle_B
\]  

(1)

Mode B is then directed to a 47-ns delay line in free space (see the Supplementary Materials).

Next, hybrid CV-DV entanglement is created. For this purpose, a small fraction of the single-mode squeezed vacuum (3%) is tapped

![Fig. 2. Experimental setup.](http://advances.sciencemag.org/)
off and mixed with the idler mode of OPO II. A detection event, now on SNSPD β, heralds the entangled state (14).

$$|\Psi\rangle_{CD} \propto |0⟩C |\text{cat}−⟩D + |1⟩C |\text{cat}+⟩D$$

(2)

Here, $|\text{cat}−⟩$ and $|\text{cat}+⟩$ denote, respectively, the even and odd optical Schrödinger cat states (8) forming the basis of our CV qubit space, corresponding to superpositions of coherent states of amplitude $a ≈ 0.9$. The single-mode squeezed vacuum and the photon-subtracted squeezed vacuum states generated by the OPO can concurrently reach fidelities above 90% with these states at moderate squeezing levels of about 5 dB. Details on this measurement-induced preparation have been reported elsewhere (14).

Realization of entanglement swapping

Given the successful generation of both initial entangled states, with the adequate delay between heralding events (see the Supplementary Materials), typically at a rate of 140 events/s, entanglement swapping is then performed. The output of the delay line, mode B, and the DV component of the hybrid state, mode C, are brought to interfere on a 50:50 beamsplitter, leading to the combined state

$$|\Psi\rangle_{BSM} \propto \sqrt{2} |0⟩B |0⟩C \otimes |1⟩A |\text{cat}−⟩D$$

$$+ |0⟩B |1⟩C \otimes (|0⟩A |\text{cat}−⟩D + |1⟩A |\text{cat}+⟩D)$$

$$+ |1⟩B |0⟩C \otimes (|0⟩A |\text{cat}−⟩D − |1⟩A |\text{cat}+⟩D)$$

$$+ (|0⟩B |2⟩C − |2⟩B |0⟩C) \otimes |0⟩A |\text{cat}−⟩D$$

(3)

If one (and exactly one) photon is detected on either of the outputs, then modes A and D become hybrid entangled without ever directly interacting. We consider only detection events on mode C to ensure that we always recover the same state $|\Psi⟩_{AD}$ at the output. We also note that at every stage of our experiment, active phase stabilization of the different paths is a critical requirement (see Materials and Methods).

To realize the single-photon projection, the BSM consists of two parts: a low-reflectivity beamsplitter ($R ≈ 10%$) to tap off a small fraction of light, which is sent to a single-photon detector (SNSPD γ), and a homodyne setup for quadrature measurement. The role of the SNSPD is to herald a photon subtraction from mode C. The homodyne measurement is then used to condition on the quadrature of the state after subtraction to conclude the projection and thereby trigger a successful BSM (see Materials and Methods). More details on key parameters are provided in the Supplementary Materials. In our specific case, because of the use of a delay line, the beamsplitter for the BSM corresponds to the one used to create the single-photon entangled state, this time accessed from the other input port. This beamsplitter would be distinct in a general scenario involving two separate sources. Overall, the whole procedure inclusive of state preparation and filtering for successful swapping—i.e., three single-photon detections and one homodyne conditioning—occurs at a rate of about three events/min.

Characterization of the entangled states

We now turn to the experimental results. The quantum states involved in our experiment are shown in Fig. 3. They are measured by quantum state tomography performed with two high-efficiency homodyne detections and reconstructed via maximum-likelihood algorithms (32).

We first show, on the left-hand side, the two initial heterogeneous entangled inputs: single-photon DV-DV entanglement (top) and hybrid CV-DV entanglement (bottom). To characterize the DV-DV input, we used homodyne tomography on mode A directly and on mode B after the delay line. The DV-DV state shown in Fig. 3 is corrected only for homodyne detection loss, corresponding to 18% for both modes. Similarly, the hybrid CV-DV input has been reconstructed using homodyne tomography on modes C (without the delay line’s beamsplitter) and D. In this case, the detection loss amounts to 17% for the DV mode and 15% for the CV mode. For the two initial states, with these measurements in hand, we lastly computed the negativity of entanglement (33) given by $N = (\|\rho^2\|_1 − 1)/2$, where $\rho$ is the density matrix of the state.
starting from our initial experimental states or from maximally entangled states (inset), we compute the negativity of entanglement of the output hybrid state under different BSM implementations and compare to direct propagation in the most resilient case of symmetric losses on the two transmission channels. The white point indicates our measurement, in good agreement with the simulations.

As can be seen, the swapping protocol would beat the direct propagation for losses over 4 dB (about 20 km of fiber at telecom wavelength) for maximally entangled input states and over 9 dB (about 45 km) under our experimental conditions. We also note that homodyne conditioning leads to an increase in entanglement compared to a partial BSM (i.e., performed with only single-photon detection and no homodyne conditioning). This is most notable over shorter distances and in the case of highly entangled input states where the two-photon component after mixing is larger. Ultimately, any practical implementation of the protocol will be limited by the heralding rate of the input states and its ratio with the dark-count rate of the used detectors. In our experiment, where the ratio is approximately 1:100, we expect a substantial decrease of negativity over 20 dB of channel losses, as shown in Fig. 4. Additional consequences linked to the state reconstruction and false-positive events are detailed in the Supplementary Materials. These results confirm the protocol’s performance and that its demonstration over long distances could be achieved in future implementations, although with increasingly challenging rates.

For practical operations, the protocol’s success rates will need to be greatly improved. The current limits are primarily due to the probabilistic nature of the generation process. Different paths are being developed to solve this general bottleneck in quantum technology when cascaded operations are performed. Better synchronization of heralded probabilistic resources, as implemented in recent works with high state purity (34, 35), or extension of quantum state engineering and of the hybrid approach to on-demand non-Gaussian sources (36, 37) are promising directions. Implementations at telecom wavelength, or with dual frequencies, would also be possible given the current developments of efficient squeezers in this regime (38).

In conclusion, our work introduced and demonstrated an entanglement swapping protocol that connects nodes with different optical encodings. This core capability opens attractive opportunities for the establishment of remote hybrid quantum links and the development of heterogeneous quantum networks, enabling more versatile quantum information interconnects. An exciting future prospect will be to couple such hybrid entanglement to matter systems and to link thereby not only different encodings but also quantum devices of a different nature with complementary functionalities.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Quantum state engineering

The triply resonant OPOs are based on broadband (65 MHz) semimonolithic linear cavities, pumped below threshold by a frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser (InnoLight GmbH). For both cavities, the input mirror is directly coated on one face of the nonlinear crystal, with high reflectivity at 1064 nm and 95% reflectivity at the 532 nm pump wavelength. The output mirrors have a radius of curvature of 38 mm and a coating with 90% reflectivity at 1064 nm and high reflectivity at 532 nm. For this experiment, OPO I (10-mm type-I phase-matched PPKTP Raicol Crystals) was pumped by 15 mW of 532-nm light (80% below threshold, squeezing of about 5 dB), while
The two OPO cavities are locked on resonance using the Pound-Drever-Hall technique (12-MHz phase modulation on the pump). Seed beams at 1064 nm, originating from a triangular tilt-locked mode-cleaner cavity (length, 40 cm), are used for phase calibrations. They are first phase-locked with each pump using microcontrollers (ADuC7020 Analog Devices, 1% phase noise). The relative phase between the conditioning paths from the OPOs I and II, as well as the filtering cavities, are digitally locked (3% phase noise) using the same technique. The free-space delay line is digitally locked (Newport LB1005 Servo Controller) on a Fano-like resonance shape obtained by slightly tilting the polarization of the beam before self-interference, in a technique similar to the Hänsch-Couillaud scheme (3% phase noise). The seed beams are also used for phase calibration of the homodyne detections. Apart from the mode cleaner and OPO cavities, all locks are performed under a sampling-and-hold cycle: with the SNSPDs shut off, the locks are readjusted during a 50-ms time window, thanks to the 1064-nm seed beams; then, the SNSPDs paths are reactivated to acquire the data during the following 50 ms while the seed beams are off.

The Bell-state measurement

The BS measurement consists of the following two operations: photon subtraction and quadrature conditioning. The subtraction is implemented by a low-reflectivity beamsplitter. The probability of subtracting a single photon scales linearly with the reflectivity, whereas the probability of a two-photon subtraction scales quadratically. It is thus important to operate in the limit of small reflectivity. Once a single-photon subtraction is heralded, the $|1\rangle_C$ element in the state $|\psi_{BSM}\rangle$ (Eq. 3) reduces to a vacuum state, $|0\rangle_C$. The homodyne measurement is used to favor this vacuum term over other unwanted contributions, i.e., the former two-photon term reduced to a single-photon contribution after subtraction. Having different marginal distributions, the two states have different probability of returning a given quadrature value, meaning that they can be discriminated if the outcome is conditioned to be around a specific point where the states would be orthogonal. Specifically, the probability of detecting a vanishing quadrature value is high for vacuum and negligible for a single photon. In our experiment, we use a beamsplitter reflection of 10% and a homodyne conditioning window spanning half the standard deviation of the vacuum shot noise on either side of the origin (with a probability overlap of 8% between the two states to be discriminated). The requirements for both of these parameters can be relaxed or strengthened to trade between fidelity and success rate (see the Supplementary Materials). Note that in our case, where the two-photon component is negligible, the efficiency of the SNSPD does not affect the fidelity of the swapped state but only the success rate. On the contrary, the efficiency of the homodyne detection is crucial for the fidelity. This problem is mitigated by the availability of photodiodes with near-unity efficiency.

**SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS**

Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/6/22/eaba4508/DC1
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